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	NAME: COUNTER-ARGUMENT BUILDING 
	CLASS: AFF/SOCCER IS BEST
	PERIOD: 
	Other Side's Overall Position:  SOCCER IS NOT THE BEST SPORT IN THE WORLD.  
	Other Side's Argumentative Claim 2: 
	Other Side's Argumentative Claim 1: There is too little scoring in soccer.  Statistics show a decline in scoring from 4.6 goals per game on average 100 years ago to 2.4 goals today.  That makes the game unexciting.  
	Counter-Argument 1 -- Argument 1: Excitement in sports is not a function of how much scoring there is in a game.   
	Counter-Argument 1 -- Argument 2: 
	Counter-Argument 1 -- Arg 2 -- E & R: 
	Counter-Argument 1 -- Arg 1 -- E & R: Basketball has the most scoring of all the major American sports, but it is historically less popular than baseball, which has far less scoring.  The Olympics are very popular sports, and most events have no real scoring.  
	Counter-Argument 2 -- Argument 1: Soccer is very exciting because it is the most unpredictable of all the major sporting contests.  
	Counter-Argument 2 -- Argument 2:  more likely that a team with a worse record can defeat a team with a better record. The researchers looked at the results of over 300,000 soccer, baseball, basketball, hockey and football games, and found that the chances
	Counter-Argument 2 -- Arg 1 -- E & R: According to a Science Buzz article titled "Is Soccer the Most Exciting Sport to Watch? " (January 9, 2006), "Researchers at the Los Alamos National Laboratory have found that soccer is the most unpredictable sport, as it is
	Counter-Argument 2 -- Arg 2 -- E & R:  for an upset was greatest in soccer." Not knowing the outcome gives sports uniquely "reality-based" excitement, and soccer gets more excitement from this quality than any of the other sports.  


